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So Much to Learn
During the third week in October, ZenQuest
hosted an amazing mini-camp with Master
Hirokuni Yamashiro and Fumiko Tsuchida of
Okinawa. As with any training like this, there
were huge opportunities to learn many technical
details and strategies for Karate. However, for
those who really opened their minds and
hearts...there was much more to learn and enjoy.
Our guests started their trip by visiting some
Uechi-Ryu friends on the west coast. After a few
days of training and fun in San Francisco, they
headed up to the Berkshires. As planned,
Senseis Yamashiro and Tsuchida enjoyed two
days relaxing at the Hollyhock House...their favorite Bed & Breakfast in the world.
They were also treated to the beauty of autumn in the Berkshires, or “Berkshire
Sakura.”
Training began on the morning of Thursday, October 20. Master Yamashiro, a
Hachidan (8th degree black belt) who has spent a lifetime training in Okinawa, began to
“unpack” a unique format for the camp. After warm-ups he would have a student or
instructor perform a training routine, and then open up the floor for discussion and
input. As he said, “we are all family here...so please share your ideas.” Sometimes he
would agree with the input, sometimes he would disagree, and sometimes he would
simply share his own ideas. The last 20 or 30 minutes of each session was typically
used for two-person drills like conditioning or sparring drills.
The format was a break from the usual seminars, keeping everyone engaged, and
making them think about different aspects of training. As the camp directors, Senseis
Connie and Mark had mapped out lesson-pans for each session to try to cover a variety
of material over the course of the event. This included Sanchin, Hojo Undo, Kata,
Bunkai, Yakusoko Kumite, Kote Kite, and Kumite Principles & Drills...and Sensei
Yamashiro did an amazing job of following the plan.
A common theme throughout the training was an emphasis on Jiku or posture,
Gamat or base, and Jinkuchi or body movement. Yamashiro Sensei talked about the
importance of these three principles in
training and execution. These principles are
actually important for Muay Thai, Jiu-jitsu,
MMA and many other martial arts.
In addition to the physical training in the camp
there was opportunity to learn other important
aspects of Okinawan Karate. There was an
emphasis on mutual respect or Sonkei, and
promoting the attitude of “one big family” in
the dojo. There were language and
terminology tidbits thrown in here and there.
(Continued on page 3)
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You’re a Wizard Silvio
What an incredible learning experience with Silvio "The
Wizard" Moraes! On Saturday, November 5, he provided a
different kind of Jiu-jitsu seminar at ZenQuest. He essentially
opened up the floor to questions about ANY technique or
strategy...and took them to another level of effectiveness. Silvio
used the
principles
that have
propelled
Demian
Maia to
domination
throughout
his
competitive career to adjust, tighten, and improve
everything that came up. His goal was to help us
realize important principles, and different options
for each situation that was randomly presented.
The depth of knowledge and diversity he showed
was amazing! Thank you Professor Silvio, and
thanks to everyone who participated!

Enforcing Etiquette
Whenever we host a seminar or camp with world class instructors from our parent organizations, it’s a great
time to focus on our etiquette in training. This also applies to road trips or training opportunities at other
locations. We can be more mindful and improve our terminology, salutations, behavior, and courtesy for guest
instructors. This can be a very positive thing that we can take away from these opportunities and carry forward
in our day-to-day practice.
However, sometimes this can highlight a double standard for some people. Some students or instructors
will have one set of etiquette for outside instructors, and another for those most familiar to them. Sometimes,
too, there can be a backlash from exposure to higher level teachers, where a student begins to treat their home
instructors and fellow students poorly, because they suddenly seem less important. But, this is all an indication
of a weak mind, and someone who really doesn’t understand what respect in the gym truly means.
So, during or after high level trainings like this, students should try to remember that they probably would
have never had those opportunities without their primary instructors. They should continue with the same level
of respect and courtesy ALL of the time in the Dojo. Senior students and Instructors are the ones who should
not only set the example, but also enforce etiquette rules and correct others with weak etiquette, or who may
be unaware.
There are many solid reasons for following the rules of the training facility. When everyone is on the same
page of mutual respect and support...we all benefit! Happy training.

New ZenQuest Jiu-Jitsu Gi
We are now taking orders for our NEW ZenQuest/ Demian Maia Jiu-jitsu uniform! The new Gi will be an
updated version of the blue ZenQuest uniform we offered a few
years ago, and incorporate the a custom Demian Maia logo in
several locations (see the full design on page 4.)
The Gi is available in white or blue, and is modeled after the
high-quality "Shoyaroll" style BJJ Gi. This means 100 % preshrunk
cotton, a 450 weight pearl-weave jacket, 10 oz. rip-stop pants,
high quality stitching, comfortable cut, with fully sublimated
patches in Cordura. Available sizes are: K0, K1, K2, K3, K4, for
children; and A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 for adults. Sizing and fit will
be guaranteed.
The pre-order costs until Saturday, November 25 will be $120
each. That includes a pre-order discount, and the usual 10%
student discount provided to students of ZenQuest.
Please let us know preferred color and size ASAP!
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Genevieve Buker 11/1
Jovanni Henry 11/2
Brenna Leahey 11/3
Marissa Maher 11/5
Nicholas DiMattia 11/6
Joseph Willson 11/8
Arianna Noyes 11/9
AJ Yener 11/10
Sophia Schnackenberg 11/12
Victor Fowler 11/13
Teresa Navin 11/14
Kody Lesser 11/16
Herbert Gregg 11/20
Karen Timm 11/21
Liam Kusman 11/22
Ryk Byers 11/24
Steven Ray 11/25
Norrin Darby 11/26
Kirsten Protroski 11/28
Benoit Robert 11/28
Collin Wellman 11/28
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IMPORTANT DATES
November/December
Fri, Nov 11 - Veteran’s Day - NO CLASSES
Sunday, November 20, 1:30 pm - Dan Test
Wed/Thurs/Fri - Nov 23/24/25 - Thanksgiving
NO CLASSES
Sunday, Dec. 11, 1:30 pm - Possible Kyu Test
Sat/Sun/Mon - Dec 24/25/26 - Happy Holidays
NO CLASSSES
Sat/Sun/Mon - Dec 31/Jan 1/Jan 2 Happy New Year

WELCOME NEW STUDENTS!
YOUTH:

RECENT PROMOTIONS

Laneja Rodd, Josie Oglivie, Rosie Reilly, Jovanni,
Sadie Giumarra, Victor Fowler, Brandt Mears

CRANES:
2 Gold Tristan Schneid
1 Gold Jake Gaudette

ADULTS:

TIGERS:
5kyu 7kyu 8kyu 9kyu -

WELCOME BACK:
Liam Oglivie, Scott Brown, Steve Dalton

Lena Mugridge Neilson
Mykayla Jezak
Liam Cowhig
Mitchell Clark, Alexis Bergen, Audrey
Bergen, Khalil Haddir, Elizabeth Mazzeo
DRAGONS:
9kyu Etta Schnackenberg, Sophia Schnackenberg
COBRAS:
8kyu Dan Reid
JIU-JITSU:
3 stripe Blue Blue Belt 4 stripe white 2 stripe white 1 stripe white -

Mike Wynn
Chris Brouse, Keith Sansoucy
Matt Moreau
Fernanda Machado
Corey Stall

PYTHONS:
3 stripe grey/white - Ayden Jezak
3 stripe white Luna Wilhelm,
Sawyer Cornwell-L’Hote
1 stripe white Collin Layden
MUAY THAI:
3 stripe blue - Karyn Bienia

Daniel Kringer, Ana Alexander, Glenn Giumarra, Luke
Brown
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There was also a hidden lesson in Kenkyo or
humility woven in the training. Normally, there is a
rank system or hierarchy (for good reason) in the
dojo, but during the camp, everyone was brought to
a level playing field...and encouraged to open their
minds to learning. Everyone, from the most senior
instructors to the newest participants, had a chance
to be “put on the spot”, and given constructive
criticism. Contextually, it all worked very well, and
kept people engaged and thinking!
Many of the campers attended a farewell
banquette at Enso Asian restaurant on Saturday
evening, and the camp wrapped up on Sunday,
October 23. There was also about 40 camp T-shirts
given out to participants who wanted one.
Thanks to Senseis Yamashiro and Tsuchida for
providing some amazing training, and memorable
times during the activities. Also, thanks to
everyone who participated and help to make the
camp happen. We’re already looking forward to
the next one.
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